
Blue are new market stabilizing or positive leaning information. Orange are new neutral to 
slightly negative information.  
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Overall NAND 2xxL products to ramp in 2023. Slowing bit growth to manage supply. 
Samsung Vol.: 176L - Xi’an transition to continue; 1 year US license for >128L production
Kioxia (Toshiba) Vol: 162L - Fab 7, Phase 1 production 2023E. Kitakami Fab 2 construction starting.
SK Hynix Vol.: 128L - Starting 176L production; 128L+176L to be >80% of bit production exiting ’22

- Dalian expansion started, likely delay on lower CapEx & China uncertainty.
Micron Vol.: 176L - FY’22 CapEx for 176L transition. Lower FY’23 CapEx, focus on 2xxL transition
YMTC Ramp: 128L - Indications that company may seek to address “unverified” status as initial

response to US government restrictions on tool purchases
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Overall DRAM EUV plans firmed: Samsung & SK Hynix for 1a, Micron for 1γ 
Samsung 1z nm - Accelerating migration to 1z and expanding application of EUV (1a).
SK Hynix 1z nm - M16 capacity to ramp aligned to demand through 2022.

- Wuxi transition enabled by 1 year China import extension
Micron 1z nm - 1z + 1a to be majority of production by year end.

- FY’23 CapEx of $8B (-30%), WFE part -50% YoY
- Q3 groundbreaking for new Boise fab and announced New York campus

ChangXin Mem. 
Tech. (CXMT) 

1x ramp - Expect impact of new US restrictions on node transition to 1y.

Nanya 1x - Delay in new fab, 2026 ramp now expected
- WFE part of CapEx cut: 2022 (-40%) and 2023 (-20%)
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Foundry/Logic Leading & trailing nodes investment planned. Fab utilization beginning to decline. 
TSMC 5nm - FY’22 CapEx ~$36B on equipment shipment delays & 7nm delay.

- Nanjing capacity on track for 16/28nm expansion on 1 year US export license
- Construction of AZ (delayed & costlier) and Japan continue.

Intel 10nm - Groundbreaking at Ohio fab. Germany fab in planning.
Samsung 5nm - Spending $150B through 2030. 3x output (vs. ‘21) by ‘26 (Pyeongtaek & TX).

- Taylor, TX ($17B total CapEx) production H2’24. Additional TX fabs possible.
- CapEx targeted at 5nm and growing capacity, with ongoing Pyeongtaek ramp

GlobalFoundries 14nm - Malta new fab planned, CHIPS passage will drive identification of timing.
SMIC 14nm - Trade restrictions continue to impact ability to expand 14nm capacity
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TSMC 28nm - Remain on track for 28nm capacity expansion in China (+15K).
UMC 28nm - Announced Singapore fab expansion (Fab 12i P3), 30K production late 2024.

- Partnering with customers for Taiwan fab 12A Phase 6 (27.5K wpm)
- 28nm capacity to increase 20%; seeking 200mm300mm migration opps.

SMIC 28nm - Fab capacity expansions at risk from US sanctions (Beijing, Shenzhen Tainan).
Intel 10nm - Pending Tower Semiconductor acquisition, specialty foundry company
GlobalFoundries 28nm, 

FDSOI 
- New Singapore Fab ($4B)ew France fab ($5.7B) with ST

Powerchip 45nm - Ontrack to ramp new Tongluo site by Q3’23. Initial capacity 19K
TI >28nm - New Sherman, TX fab complex announced ($30B). Initial output 2025.

- Conversion of Micron Lehi facility to analog ongoing.
- Richardson, Texas Fab ramping 2H’22.

ST >28nm - Partnering with Tower (foundry) for 300m Agrate fab.
- Partnering with GlobalFoundries for new Crolles fab (2026 ramp)

Renesas >90nm - Convert 200mm fab to 300mm (2024 ramp) for auto/renewable power chips
Other China >32nm - Trailing edge 300mm fabs with opportunity to get US export licenses:

CanSemi (Guangzhou, +40K wmp), Hua Hong (Wuxi, +30K)
Pkg TSMC - - Japan packaging facility, joint with Japanese research center 

Intel - Rio Rancho investment ($3.5B) for advanced 3D packaging
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